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Abstract-we prove the following theorem: if the Behzad-Vizing conjecture is true for graphs G 
and H, then is it true for the Cartesian product G Cl H. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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Graph products were first defined by Sabidussi [l] and Vizing [2]. A lot of work was done on 
various topics related to graph products, but, on the other hand, there are still many questions 
open. For a very recent survey, see [3]. 
Here we consider the total chromatic number on the Cartesian-product graphs. It is well 
known and easy to see that the chromatic number of the Cartesian product is the maximum of 
the chromatic numbers of the factors. For the chromatic index (edge-chromatic number), the 
Cartesian product is of Class I (Type I), if at least one of the factors is of Class I [4]. In this 
paper, we give a corresponding result for the total chromatic number. Total chromatic numbers 
of Cartesian products of a path and a star, a cycle and a star, a path and a cycle, and (in certain 
cases) of two cycles are given in [5] (see also [6]). 
The Cartesian product G 0 H of two graphs G and H is the graph with vertex set V(G) x V(H), 
in which the vertex (a, b) is adjacent to the vertex (c, d) whenever a = c and b is adjacent to d, 
or b = d and a is adjacent, to c. The G- and H-layers are the induced subgraphs in G 0 H on 
vertex sets G, = {(z,u) 1 z E V(G)} and H, = {(w,z) 1 5 E V(H)}, respectively. An element of 
a graph G is either a vertex or an edge of G. In a proper total coloring, any two elements that are 
either adjacent or incident are assigned different colors. The minimum number of colors needed 
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for a proper total coloring is the total chromatic number of G, denoted by x”(G). The maximum 
vertex degree in G is denoted by A(G). 
Total coloring was introduced by Behzad [7,8] and Vizing [9], both of whom conjectured that 
for any graph G, the following inequality holds: 
A(G) + 1 5 x”(G) 5 A(G) + 2. 
The lower bound is clearly the best possible. Graphs that need only A(G) + 1 colors are 
called graphs of Type I. Examples include the cycles csk, paths and complete graphs with odd 
number of vertices K’Jk+l. Graphs that need at least A(G) $2 colors are called graphs of Type II. 
Examples include the cycles Csk+, and Csk+z, complete graphs with even number of vertices Kzk, 
and the Cartesian product Kz 0 Cs. For a survey on total colorings, see [lo]. 
Our key result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G and H be arbitrary graphs such that A(G) 5 A(H). Then 
x”(GO H) 5 A(G) + x”(H). 
Clearly, if for H, the Behzad-Vizing conjecture is true, then x”(GO H) 5 A(G) + x”(H) 5 
A(G) + A(H) + 2, hence, the conjecture is true for G 0 H. 
COROLLARY 1. If the Behzad-Vizing conjecture is true for graphs G and H, then it is true for 
the Cartesian product G •1 H. 
Furthermore, from above result, Corollary 2 easily follows. 
COROLLARY 2. If the factor with largest vertex degree is of Type I, then the product is also of 
Type I. 
COROLLARY 3. x”(GCl H) I min{A(G) + x”(H), A(H) + x”(G)} provided A(G) = A(H). In 
particular, the product of two cycles Csk 0 C, is of Type I. 
COROLLARY 4. Any graph product Pm 0 S, or P, 0 Cm, n > 2 is of Type I, where S, is a star 
(graph with one universal vertex and m vertices of degree 1). 
However, there are examples in which one factor is of Type I and the other factor is of Type II, 
and the Cartesian product is in some cases of Type I and in other cases of Type II. Furthermore, 
there are examples where the product of two Type II factors is of Type I. See examples below. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let G and H be arbitrary graphs such that A(G) _< A(H). Then we 
will prove that 
x”(GCl H) < A(G) + x”(H). 
We prove the assertion by constructing the total coloring. 
First, color edges of G using colors -1, -2, . . , -(A(G) + 1). Color edges of all layers G, in 
the same way. (Hence, vertices, and edges of layers H,,, have not yet been colored.) Clearly, there 
is at least one color at each vertex 21 E V(G) which is not used for any edge incident to v. Select 
a color not used on any edge incident to v and denote it free(v). 
Let ~o,~I,...,&(G)-I be a decomposition of V(G) into independent sets. Recall that x(G) 5 
A(G) + 1 I: A(H) + 1 I x”(H). 
Let To,Tl,. . . ,TX~t(q-l be a decomposition of elements of H into independent sets of some 
proper total coloring. (Hence, Ti C V(H) U E(H).) Using this decomposition, we will now 
temporarily assign colors to elements of V(G) x (V(H) U E(H)), in order to complete the total 
coloring of G Cl H by coloring the vertices, and the edges of layers H,, as follows: element of 1, x Tj 
receives color (i + j) mod x”(H). It is straightforward to see that colors 0,1,2, . . . ,x”(H) - 1 are 
used and that they complete a proper total coloring of G q H. 
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Finally, for each vertex v E V(G), replace color 0 in layer H, by the color free(w). Observe 
that this does not introduce any violation of the proper coloring. We omit the details. 
Summarizing, we see that first A(G) + 1 + x”(H) co ors were used, but after recoloring we 1 
have a proper total coloring with A(G) + x”(H) colors as claimed. I 
We conclude with examples of Cartesian-product graphs with A(G) = A(H) (Examples 1 
and 2) and examples of Cartesian-product graphs with A(G) < A(H) (Examples 3 and 4). 
EXAMPLE 1. x”(Kz q Kz) = x”(C4) = 4 = A(&) + 2. Recall that Kz is of Type II, and 
therefore, Cd is an example of Type II Cartesian graph product of Type II graphs. 
EXAMPLE 2. x”(C, q C5) = 5 = A(Cs q CS) + 1. S ince C’s is Type II graph, this is an example 
of Type I Cartesian graph product of Type II graphs. For a proper 5-total coloring, see Figure 1. 
Examples 1 and 2 confirm that our result is the best possible. 
EXAMPLE 3. ANALOG TO EXAMPLES 1 AND 2. K2 0 C4 and K2 Cl C5 are examples of Type I 
and Type II Cartesian graph products of Type II graphs, provided A(G) < A(H). For proper 
total colorings see, Figures 2 and 3. 
If A(G) < A(H), type of graph H is significant in the hand provided by the lemma. However, 
the type of the product may again be I, even if H is of Type II. 
Figure 1. Type I Cartesian graph product of Type II graphs; Cs 0 Cs. 
Figure 2. Type I Cartesian graph product of Type II graphs; K2 q iC4. 
EXAMPLE 4. x”(K3 q K4) = 6 = A(K3 0 K4) + 1. Recall that KS is of Type I and K4 is of 
Type II and A(Ks) < A(K4). In Figure 4, we give proper 6-coloring of graph K3 Cl K4. 
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Figure 3. Type II Cartesian graph product of Type II graphs; K2 0 Cs. 
Figure 4. Type I Cartesian graph product of Type I and Type II graphs; Ks 0 K4. 
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